Algae gives city water bad taste

By Alan Schnepf
Daily Egyptian Reporter

City officials said Carbondale's water supply recently saw a jump in algae levels which will not make the water unsafe to consume, but may give it a taste and odor that some people may not like.

Colleen Ormest, superintendent of the City Central Laboratory, said algae growth at Cedar Lake, the source of Carbondale's water, has increased because of the area's recent heat wave.

She said the water temperature at Cedar Lake is up to 87 degrees at a depth of 15 feet. The normal temperature at this level is about 78 degrees.

Ormest said the city started adjusting water treatment about a week ago after daily tests at the water plant showed the increased growth.

She said the increased algae level will not affect everyone and some people may not notice a difference. But others may find the taste and smell unpleasant.

John Stahl, an associate zoology professor at SIUC, said most algae is not toxic and that it is "pretty

see ALGAE, page 7

Too young, no fun

By Wendy J. Allyn
Daily Egyptian Reporter

A new University committee is focusing on alternative weekend entertainment for students too young to enter bars, but funding for many proposed events has not yet been found.

The Late Nites programming committee, comprised of University and student organization representatives, met for the first time during the summer and developed the Late Nites with SIU program. The program is designed to organize non-alcoholic activities involving 18- and 19-year-old students in response to a city ordinance raising the bar entry age to 20.

see FUNDS, page 7

SIUC student carjacked at gun point, paralyzed

By Donita Polly
Daily Egyptian Reporter

Unlike thousands of his classmates, one SIUC student will not be returning to Carbondale this semester due to a random act of violence.

Maximillian Hall was shot in the neck on Aug. 8 during a robbery attempt which took place while he and some friends were in his car in Romeoville.

Hall's sister, Jo Chillo, said Hall, a junior in construction technology from Romeoville, is now a quadriplegic because of the damage the bullet did to his spinal cord, but the seriousness of his condition is uncertain.

"They shot him and left him lying in the street," Chillo said. "He can't talk because of the damage to his vocal cords, his spine was severed and he doesn't remember anything at all about what happened."

Chillo said Hall spends his days in the hospital listening to the Grateful Dead.

"He watched the whole Grateful Dead concert on television on Saturday," Chillo said. "Hall really needs now is support from his friends here at SIUC and some help from his friends here."

Mike DeMatteo and Greg Walker, two of Hall's instructors, said Hall is a "180 degree student" who became a team player after a rough first semester.
WELCOME BACK!!

What - A Week at Domino's Pizza! Call Us! 549 3030

Delivery Hours
Mon-Thurs 4 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Fri & Sat 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m.
Sunday 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.

TUESDAY
3 FOR $5

TWO MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZAS
(RED PEPPER EXTRA, ADDITIONAL TOPPING $1.50)

Largest Selection of
footwear
in Southern Illinois w/ sizes up to 16.
We Guarantee The Price!!!

SHOES 'N' STUFF

Mon.-Fri. Sat. - 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sat. - 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sun. - 12 noon - 5:00 p.m.
Across from Old Train Depot
1-800-525-3097 or 528-3097

WHAT'S NEW!!

WASHINGTON - The Senate voted Monday to confirm Judge Robert Bork's nomination to the Supreme Court. The vote was 58-41, with 18 Republicans joining 40 Democrats in approval. The Senate had rejected Bork's nomination in 1987 after a bitter confirmation battle. The vote today followed an extended debate on the nomination. Bork, a respected legal scholar, is expected to join the Court as a conservative jurist with a strong influence on the interpretation of the Constitution. The confirmation marks a significant shift in the balance of power on the Court, which has traditionally been divided between liberal and conservative justices. The confirmation also highlights the importance of judicial appointments in shaping the direction of the Court and the legal landscape. Bork's confirmation comes amidst ongoing debates over the role of judges in interpreting the law and the balance between textual interpretation and policy outcomes. The Senate's vote reflects the ongoing tension between those who support a strong congressional role in judicial appointments and those who advocate for independent judicial decision-making. The confirmation process will undoubtedly continue to be a focal point in discussions about the future of the Supreme Court and its impact on American society. Bork's appointment is expected to have significant implications for key issues such as abortion, civil rights, and economic regulation. The Senate's decision in favor of Bork marks a turning point in the confirmation process and sets the stage for future nominations and appointments to the Supreme Court. The confirmation highlights the importance of judicial appointments in shaping the direction of the Court and the legal landscape, and the ongoing debates over the role of judges in interpreting the law and the balance between textual interpretation and policy outcomes. The confirmation process will undoubtedly continue to be a focal point in discussions about the future of the Supreme Court and its impact on American society.
Three injured; CIPS electric pole hits building

by Julie Rendelman
Daily Egyptian Reporter

Three residents were taken to Carbondale Memorial Hospital, where they were treated for minor injuries. Hughes paid for a hotel room for three days until the residents could make their own arrangements.
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By Lori D. Clark
Daily Egyptian Reporter

by Hugh D. Hughes
Daily Egyptian Reporter

the cutting.

Stanley Curtis, owner of Carbondale Veneer, said his company will continue logging if the judge rules in favor of the Forest Service. "If the ruling is for Kronin, he said his company will not harvest the trees and the land will be left undisturbed," said the Forest Service.

The courts have already ruled that the Forest Service was not allowed to send people out to the site and look for the 2,000 nationally endangered Indians, which use the forests as a summer habitat. "They (the Forest Service) haven't used qualified personnel or methods," Reh said. "I'm not opposed to all logging," Reh said. "I do believe in using habitat." "They'll do anything to get logging approved," said the judge.
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Student takes in radio interview from Chicago, third from left poses with the group Kit-klosc, one of many hip-hop and rap artists who met while interning at WJBT in Jackson, Miss., and the third biggest in Florida.

While interning, Martin said he was asked to "tell" him the things of Shula, the Jacksonville, Fla. The biggest radio station in Jackson, Miss., and the third biggest in Florida.
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Mass Transit well received at SIUC

NEARLY TEN YEARS AFTER THE IDEA was born, SIUC can take heart that it has the Saluki Express transit system. The DE appraises the efforts of student government and the SIUC students, who through their persistence have brought this mass transit system from a vision to a reality.

The system is a welcomed addition to the previously inadequate transit option of taxicabs. For the large population of wheel chair users at SIUC, the service provides mechanical lifts to increase their ability to get around town.

It will provide a valuable mode of transportation for those who don’t own a car or a bike. It’s up to the intended users of the system to insure its future.

SIUC’S $714,932 ONE-YEAR CONTRACT WITH the Beck Bus Corp. of Mt. Vernon is renewable for the next four years. But renewal will depend on whether the targeted population takes advantage of their gift. Bored? Go ride the Saluki Express. It’s free with a student ID. Or fifty cents without one. This transit system did tack on an additional 50 cents to the cost of student fees at this institution. Nothing ever saved the money physically fly out of their wallets, but it did cost us.

Eight bus routes will run seven days a week beginning at around 7:30 a.m. and running until 9:30 p.m. except for Friday and Saturday when routes will extend until 2:30 a.m. The potential benefits of the late hour routes will be a decrease in the number of assaults against women as well as a notable decrease in alcohol related traffic incidents.

It may be new for some of the older Salukis to ride a bus to and from the strip, but it should become a habit for them—especially the frequent Cardonable’s night life. Saluki youth should adopt the system as their only mode of transportation besides their feet when they hit the strip or a party. The bus will return us to our dwellings when our ride has gone home with someone else.

The overworked cab system of years past received a reprieve last year when a second cab company joined Cardonable. The cars are still being hung out by all those who spent countless hours in wait for their personal chauffeur. Waiting will be reduced from minutes to nothing as bus drivers accentuose themselves to new routes and mechanized wheelchair lift operations.

THE IDEA FOR MASS TRANSIT HAS BEEN doused after referendums during 1986, ’88 and ’93, keeping the wheels from rolling. According to SIUC President John Guyon, it was crucial for those planning the project to determine the necessity of such a system for our school. Mass transit is an ideal good for our campus community and especially those who can’t travel in any other fashion. Let’s now see whether we support this move to a mass transit system.

SO BEFORE YOU STEP OUT ONTO THE ICY tundra this winter on the walk to school, contemplate the bus. When your buddies moan there is nothing to do in this town, go take a ride on the express and see where it goes. Had one too many to get behind the wheel? Save a life, use the bus, we paid for it, and you’d like to keep it.

Over-consumption cause of deficit

Speaking for myself only, I offer the view of a career soldier in regards to the very personal matter of this discussion. The Citadel, concern of its graduates have recently been posting on network TV in celebration of an effective expulsion of that institution’s lone female. There is a point relating to modern army training that might be clarified, and a fundamental moral that demands articulation.

There are techniques that enable troops to continue to function aggressively in a hot desert, which basically involve forcing troops to drink unnaturally large quantities of water. The method is easy and is difficult to enforce. It is only when the leaders face punishment if their troops became heat casualties that the technique is effective. It is now standard military doctrine that the effectiveness of soldiers in hot weather is the inexorable responsibility of their leaders, and the training in the Citadel certainly understand this.

The Citadel leaders who managed to break down their female trainee excuse themselves by claiming the free-ran to be sexist. It is generally legal, although ugly, for an individual to be prejudiced. In this case, however, the bigotry of The Citadel is no harmless disease. It is important to our success outside its dojisters, and illegal for good reason.

No one in the US Army Service is going to pay the price of the female trainee’s treatment. The Citadel becomes officers in the United States Army, where there is no place for sexual harassment, or racial discrimination, or a doctrine of separate but equal. The many women of this army that I have had the honor to work with have been effective, professional soldiers, and some have been outstanding leaders. Some have been veterans of America’s wars, from Laos to Desert Storm. How can Citadel graduates look those their sister soldiers in the eye?

Prejudice hurts people, and not only those on the receiving end. Those who indulge in bigotry are unworthy of respect, and to condone their dishonorable behavior shame us all.

James D. May,
SIUC alumnus
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National security insured by cutting bloated nuclear stock

By Michael Krepn
Special to the L.A. Times

Republican drumbeats are beating on Capitol Hill to kill the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty and to deploy missile defenses nationwide. But, while the arms-control community is up in arms, claiming that even the Clinton administration doesn't have a clear plan for U.S. forces with chemical or nuclear-tipped missiles prompted by the Persian Gulf War, when many in the U.S. arms-control community insist that theater missile defenses is better than nuclear arsenal reduction.

"We need drastic cuts in nuclear arsenals, and we need missile defenses that work.

In truth, we can't have one without the other."

Michael Krepn
President of the Henry L. Stimson Center

The Clinton administration began demarcation line between theater missile defenses and strategic defenses that work. In truth, we can't have one without the other.

The current debate was touched off by the Persian Gulf War, when Israel and Saudi Arabia were targets for Saddam Hussein's Scuds. The prospect of another nuclear production failure in Russia or U.S. forces with chemical- or nuclear-tipped missiles prompted the Bush and Clinton administrations to speed up development of theater missile defenses.

Defending against rudimentary missiles launched by rogue states isn't easy, but it is far simpler than protecting a continent against intercontinental ballistic missiles. The key to the two approaches is that theater missiles could also attack down some, but far from all, strategic missiles. The ABM Treaty prevents the deployment of missile defense systems, but permits giving them capabilities to counter strategic missiles.

This built-in tension provides the terrain for the third round of battle. The U.S. administration began negotiations with Moscow in November 1991, to establish a demarcation line between theater and strategic missile defenses. The Reagan administration began the debate surrounding the talks into another assault on the ABM Treaty. The talks have grown, and President Clinton's lack of decisiveness has made a modestly hard decision excursion difficult.

The biggest irony in all this is that many arms-control and defense enthusiasts have joined in common cause, thereby reinforcing each other's diametrically opposed positions. For their quite separate reasons, both have concluded that turn U.S.-Russian agreement on the theater missile defenses is better than the guidelines now under discussion. The probable result: The theater, long-term reduction of the nuclear threat that both sides could become impossible to achieve.

Despite Russia's economic limitations, it cannot have one without the other. In truth, we can't have one without the other.

The Wall Street Journal covers the world of business news from A to Z, with insight and intelligence that doesn't talk down to you. Each issue of The Wall Street Journal provides articles that are of interest to you — how to succeed in today's competitive job market to new areas to browse on the World Wide Web. Subscribe today and save.

The Wall Street Journal
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Carbondale
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Calendar

• TOMORROW

- Meetings -

DIVERS: DISCOVER, sponsored by the Egyptian Divers August 23 to February 21 at 5:00 p.m. For more information call Amy at 529-2840.

GAYS, LESBIANS, Bisexuals & Friends will have a general meeting August 23 at 5:00 p.m. in the GLIB office on the 3rd Floor of the Student Center.

Op/Ed

Next time they call you Generation X, hit them with your A,B,Cs.
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Appointments for fresmenes and sophomores can be made starting at 8 a.m. on Wednesday Sept. 20.

Appointments for juniors can be made starting at 8 a.m. on Monday Sept. 18.

Appointments for seniors can be made starting at 8 a.m. on Tuesday Sept. 19.

For more information call Heath at 653-5511.

- UPCOMING -

Advisement

APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE FOR SPRING CLASSES AT COLLEGE OF EDUCATION IN WHAM 122. APPOINTMENTS FOR SENIORS CAN BE MADE STARTING AT 8 A.M. ON WEDNESDAY SEPT. 20.

APPOINTMENTS FOR JUNIORS CAN BE MADE STARTING AT 8 A.M. ON MONDAY SEPT. 18.

APPOINTMENTS FOR FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES CAN BE MADE STARTING AT 8 A.M. ON WEDNESDAY SEPT. 20.
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ABC apologizes; tobacco companies drop libel suits

The Washington Post · The American Broadcasting Co.

Monday night publicly apologized to two large tobacco companies for allegations the network made last year about the ways they control nicotine levels in cigarettes. In response to the rare public apology, both Philip Morris Cos. and RJ Reynolds Tobacco Co. dropped their libel suits against ABC. Philip Morris had sought $1 billion in damages. Reynolds, which sued after Philip Morris, sought an unspecified award.

"We now agree that we should not have reported that Philip Morris and Reynolds add significant amounts of nicotine from outside sources," the company said in a lengthy statement read by anchor Diane Sawyer on the evening news broadcast. ABC agreed to read the statement during its "Monday Night Football" program Monday night and on Thursday's "Day One" program, where the allegations were made.

ABC also agreed to pay all attorneys' fees, costs and out-of-pocket litigation expenses that Philip Morris incurred in connection with the lawsuit. Neither side would disclose the amount involved, but it could easily run into the millions of dollars.

The settlement of the defamation suits comes at a crucial moment for the tobacco industry, as the Food and Drug Administration prepares to regulate tobacco products to curb smoking by minors. That move has sparked intense political controversy but has also been called the most important public health initiative of the Clinton administration by antitobacco advocates.

The revelations contained in internal industry documents and produced during congressional hearings last year have also given rise to a new wave of lawsuits against the tobacco industry.

Almost everyone with a stake in the tobacco debate offered an interpretation of the day's events. Since the beginning of the controversy, the two sides in ABC suits appeared to be talking about very different broadcasts and it was no different Monday. Philip Morris focused on allegations that the companies artificially spiked or "fortified" its cigarettes with nicotine.

"Though the broadcast never stated directly that the companies add more nicotine than is present in natural tobacco leaf, the tobacco company contended loudly that it did not do so. Philip Morris claimed a major victory.

"Members of the anti-smoking industry quickly jumped on the "spiking" charge as a rallying cry in their crusade against tobacco," said Charles R. Wall, senior vice president and deputy general counsel of Philip Morris. "Now, it will be interesting to see if they too offer an apology or whether they pretend the issue never existed."

In an interview, Wall said that since the FDA regulatory push was based on in large measure the charges on the "Day One" broadcast, "I think it will have an effect—it should have an effect—both on the regulatory plan and on the mounting number of lawsuits against the industry."
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Almost everyone with a stake in the tobacco debate offered an interpretation of the day's events. Since the beginning of the controversy, the two sides in ABC suits appeared to be talking about very different broadcasts and it was no different Monday. Philip Morris focused on allegations that the companies artificially spiked or "fortified" its cigarettes with nicotine.

"Though the broadcast never stated directly that the companies add more nicotine than is present in natural tobacco leaf, the tobacco company contended loudly that it did not do so. Philip Morris claimed a major victory.

"Members of the anti-smoking industry quickly jumped on the "spiking" charge as a rallying cry in their crusade against tobacco," said Charles R. Wall, senior vice president and deputy general counsel of Philip Morris. "Now, it will be interesting to see if they too offer an apology or whether they pretend the issue never existed."

In an interview, Wall said that since the FDA regulatory push was based on in large measure the charges on the "Day One" broadcast, "I think it will have an effect—it should have an effect—both on the regulatory plan and on the mounting number of lawsuits against the industry."
Shooting continued from page 1

"These students are very questionable when entering the construction program, but change can only take place in one year's time," they said.

Hall is a member of the Associated General Contractors (AGC) of America and the National Association of Homebuilders and helped to renovate buildings for local non-profit organizations.

Hall helped renovate the Western Center in Carbondale and the Williamson County Crisis Center in Herrin. He also helped build an observation stand in the Crab Orchard Wildlife Refuge.

"It's a mission as well as SIUC, can be proud of," DeForest said.

Hall's run-ins with tragedy started when his apartment burned in the Feb. 20 Garden Park Apartments fire that displaced 60 SIUC students, including Hall, but injured none.

Funds continued from page 1

The committee planned to pool money from its member organizations to finance outdoor concerts, bonfires during football season and purchase admittance tickets.

"Everybody is going back to their budgets and seeing how much they can contribute," said Joanie Yantis, University programming coordinator.

"We want it to be a quality program, and that's far more costly." According to the program budget, expenses for fall concert are an estimated $30,000, with the cost of individual events ranging from $500 to $22,000.

Students will contribute from outside sources to cover these expenses, completely.

Tom Bisboar, a junior in forestry, was a long journey Martin said. "It was really like one big family:"

"I haven't seen my mother in every three days for the water supply. The people at the water plant said it tastes better already," she said.

The logging of the forest also affects the migratory songbird population which stops in the way. Mexico, Cripps Bend, and that will gel things

"It was worth every minute of my time."

Shawnee continued from page 3

"We just wanted to maintain a presence, to make a statement that we were here," said an activist in Cripps Bend in the public eye.

Few protesters remain in the Cripps Bend area, but the environment will not be saved until Aug. 29, draws near, is expected a group of demonstrators will be in the Cripps Bend area until a decision is made.

Another qualm the environmentalists have against the logging is that it will not allow animals to wander up and down the area without gaps in the forest.

The logging of the forest also affects the migratory songbird population which stops in the forest on the way to Mexico, Harris said. "The cutting of trees; it's almost like an open pit in the area, and pick out the songbirds which causes a decline in the songbird population, she said.

"It was a long journey Martin said. "The Beat Family."

Another qualm the environmentalists have against the logging is that it will not allow animals to wander up and down the area without gaps in the forest.

The logging of the forest also affects the migratory songbird population which stops in the forest on the way to Mexico, Harris said. "The cutting of trees, it's almost like an open pit in the area, and pick out the songbirds which causes a decline in the songbird population, she said. student government president who is coordinating the campaign with Paratore, said he is concerned about the funds because he wants the program to continue.

"Our focus is to bridge the gap that we have now in entertainment to establish entertainment all students can enjoy," he said.

 According to Josh Wiese, student programming committee events chair, the Fragile Porcelain Mice and Natio Jr. will perform Aug. 35 in the free forum area from 9:00 p.m. to midnight.

"I think Fragile is an incredible band, and that will get things going," he said.

DeForest said he was most certain the city would contribute around $3,000 for the first scheduled concert. SIUC President John Guyon said the University supports the program, but the plants and figures he seen are only preliminary.

"We're very interested in the program," DeForest said.
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Lifeguards patrol SIUC waters

By Cynthia Sheets
Daily Egyptian Reporter

Job description: Must be able to act quickly, make good decisions, and be prepared to save people's lives.

Everyone who swims, whether it is in a public or privately owned location, depends on the person who holds the whistle and patrols the water.

"People don't understand that a person's life is in your hands," Lori Johnson, a lifeguard for SIUC, said. "A lot of people say that a lifeguard just sits out in the sun and gets a tan. But it becomes exhausting for us to be out all day in the summer heat.

"A lifeguard must also have good people skills, communicate well and be able to calm patrons down."

Johnson, a junior from Tremont, said lifeguards must be certified to work at the four campus locations: Campus Lake Beach, Pulliam the Recreation Center and the Campus Boat Docks.

A skills test similar to the Red Cross test is given to perspective lifeguards, which includes swimming to the bottom of the 16 ft. Recreation Center pool to pick up a brick and treading water with a brick for one minute. A written test is also administered to complete the evaluation.

Johnson said her role as lifeguard is to enforce the rules and ensure the safety of the patrons.

One experience Johnson had while she worked as a lifeguard in her home town was when a little girl who had been practicing swimming in the shallow end decided she could swim in the deep end and jumped off the diving board.

"She wasn't able to swim after she jumped in, and she just looked at me with these big eyes, and I said, 'I'm coming.' She went back to the shallow end after that."

According to Johnson, one of the biggest problems with patrons is that they do not want to wear life jackets while in boats on Campus Lake.

"When we catch people not wearing a life preserver, we have to fine them," she said. Other responsibilities include attending an in-service training day once a month, where lifeguards practice their backboard-recovery skills. Also scheduled is a once a week swim where a lifeguard will swim two sets of 500 meters under a ten minute time period.

The campus also offers swimming lessons, with private lessons for adults to be made by appointment and a children's swim class scheduled on Saturdays.

Johnson, who has been a lifeguard at SIUC for two years, said during this summer semester, 35 to 40 people filter in daily to the campus lake facilities.

"A lot of people don't realize what nice facilities we have out here," she said. "We have two beach volleyball courts and rake the beach daily to keep it clean."
Family Tree: Beth Voitl (far right), of Chester, enjoys quality time with her two children, Michael (middle), 2, and Katherine, 5, Monday afternoon behind Whisen hall.

Democrats assess current Affirmative Action policies; must meet new standards

The Washington Post

NEW ORLEANS - At the behest of the White House, Democratic National Committee (DNC) leaders have initiated a study to determine whether the nation's affirmative action policies meet standards set down by recent Supreme Court decisions and by President Clinton.

Staff members said it is not clear whether the party's affirmative action policies would meet or fail these standards. According to staff and DNC documents, the party rules now call for the equal distribution of delegates between men and women and require states to have plans with "specific goals and timetables" to achieve appropriate representation of five groups: blacks, Hispanics, Asian Americans, women, and American Indians.

The goal is to achieve their participation in roughly proportion to their representation in each state's Democratic primary.

Although there are no specific quotas for racial and ethnic groups, states must make their "best efforts" to achieve the goals and do not automatically fail into noncompliance if they fail to state strategies to the national convention are supposed to have equal numbers of men and women.

University Police

- Joseph J. Cox was arrested on a Williamson County warrant for failure to appear in court August 18. He posted bond and was released.
- Ian M. Copeland, 19, of Marion, was arrested for underage drinking at 11:06 p.m. August 18. He was released on his own recognizance.

- An oil-type substance was poured on University parking lot 89 and the area around the Arena between 7 a.m. August 16 and 9 a.m. August 17. The estimated damage was not available.
- David C. Brox, 19, of Brown Hall, was arrested for domestic battery August 19. He posted bond and was released.

- A vehicle was stolen from University parking lot 15 at 7:50 p.m. August 18.
- A 27-year-old female resident of Evergreen Terrace reported her purse was lost or stolen at 12:30 p.m. August 19. The estimated loss was $470.
- An unidentified driver struck a parked vehicle in the Faner Circle at 1:24 p.m. August 19. The estimated damage is $500.
- A theft of over $300 occurred at 116 Greek Row between 9 a.m. May 13 and 1 p.m. August 15. Police said a 23-year-old male reported a computer and printer missing. The estimated loss is $1080.
- Andre S. McDonald was arrested for failure to reduce speed at 11:19 p.m. August 19. Police said he struck a Carbondale Police Department vehicle on the corner of Illinois Street and College street.
- Jeffrey R. Ziehr, 19, of "Mac Smith," was arrested for unlawful possession of cannabis and drug paraphernalia August 20.
- Demetrie M. Latham, 18, of Carbondale, was arrested for unlawful possession of a firearm and failure to have a gun owner permit. Latham posted bond and was released.
- Zena M. Sangster, 16, of Carbondale, was arrested for underage possession of alcohol at 11:02 p.m. August 18. She was released on her own recognizance.
- Rafael N. Wilson, 18, was arrested for underage possession of alcohol and unlawful possession of cannabis August 19. He posted bond and was released.
University Honors Program continues to expand

By Jeremy Griggs
Daily Egyptian Reporter

The number of students involved in the SIUC University Honors Program has more than quadrupled during the past eight years, according to program director Frederick Williams.

Williams is a SIUC history professor who has been involved with University Honors since 1987.

"There were about 300 students when I began in this program," Williams said. "Now there are between 1,200 and 1,500 students, with the enrollment growing gradually every year."

I think the program has grown because of word of mouth," Williams said. "More people have become aware of the quality of the program, whereas in 1987, not many knew about it all."

Williams said the program offers recognition and rewards for undergraduate students with a minimum 3.25 grade point average and 12 or more credit hours.

"University Honors is a well-thought out program that has been around for one generation or more. The current program has been here for about 10 years," Williams said.

Williams said the program curriculum allows students to substitute up to 32 hours of honors seminars in place of general education classes.

"Most students take one or two classes, although they can take all of their science, social studies and humanities courses with us." Ambar Zehairi, a senior political science and history major, said the courses are one of the best parts of the program.

"The courses are very different from general education classes. Instead of 300 students in a lecture, there are about 12," she said. "The classes are more intellectual and more specific."

Although the curriculum is wonderful, the students are the outstanding part of the program, Williams said.

"The dynamic portion of this program is the students, not what we offer," he said. "It's the students who determine the character of this program."

According to Williams, one feature of the program is the breakfast seminar with visiting lecturers. Throughout the year, four lecturers give a public lecture open to the Carbondale community. The following morning, the lecturer holds a question and answer seminar with a small group of University Honors students.

"The breakfast seminar is really a chat-chit hour between the students and the previous night's speaker," Williams said.

"Few people are chosen to go to the lectures, but they are really good," Zehairi said.

Williams said Papyrus, the University Honors journal, is another feature of the program.

Papyrus publishes essays, term papers, poems, short stories, photography, painting, sculpture and other forms of creative and scholarly work. The fall 1995 edition was released this week and copies are available in the University Honors Office.

Dr. K. K. Collins, the program's previous director and honors professor, said he enjoyed his 10-year involvement with University Honors.

"It's splendid," said Collins. "It has offered me the chance to teach great students."

The Honors Program will have an open house Sept. 13 in the Student Center Gallery Lounge beginning at 2 p.m. New, prospective and continuing Honors students are invited.
JERUSALEM—Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin vowed to continue peace talks with the Palestinians on Monday as the Islamic extremist group Hamas claimed responsibility for a morning rush-hour bus bombing that left five people dead and 108 injured.

Two Israelis and an American tourist—identified later as Joan Davenny, a Connecticut teacher on sabatical—were among those killed in the blast, part of a violent campaign to end peace negotiations between Rabin and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat.

The extremists managed to delay the talks as Rabin temporarily suspended negotiations while grieving families bury their dead.

But the prime minister insisted, as he has after previous attacks, that he would push forward with the peace process. "This is a hard and painful day, but we are determined to fight the Hamas and Islamic Jihad (another militant group) terrorism and to continue to build peace with the Palestinian who wants peace with us," Rabin said.

Israel and Arafat's Palestinian Authority are on the verge of an agreement for expanding Palestinian rule in the Israeli-occupied West Bank.

Joe Camel takes more heat; maker stands by its man

The Los Angeles Times

He's got the slickest race car, the biggest Ray-Bans, the ru­dent saxophone. He's a white on the harmonica, he shoots a mean game of pool and, of course, he always gets the girl. He's so famous that 6-year-olds recog­nize him as quickly as Mickey Mouse. And, like Mickey, he's only a cartoon.

He's Joe Camel, and if ever there was a lightning rod in the debate over whether tobacco advertising hurts young people to smoke, this four-legged dude with the attitude is it.

Recently, Joe Camel—along with the Marlboro man, the Virginia Slims gal and others—helped provide the impetus for President Clinton's move to sharply limit cigarette advertising in an effort to curb teen-age smoking. The tobacco industry is wag­ging war on the plan, which includes a ban on billboards adver­tising within 1,000 feet of schools and would reduce tobacco ads to black-and-white text in magazines that have a youth readership of 15 percent or more.

Perhaps the biggest symbol in this controversy is smoking Joe, a party-hardy hard-core with an oversized scarf, an ever-present smirk and a cigarette that is always lit, but never accessed to burn. His face looks as if he's smiled an exercise in subliminal seduc­tion, they allege, his face fashion­ioned after a set of male genitalia. His maker says he's misunder­stood, a sapphire-jeweled (Marl­o, escape-caled), Whatever Joe is, one thing is certain: He's good at selling cigarettes.

Joe Camel has been a bonanza. The marketing campaign helped reverse the declining fortunes of an 82-year-old brand that the Tobacco Reporter once bluntly described as "decrepit." That has changed in the years since Joe worked his way into America's cultural landscape, becoming a ubiquitous presence in magazines and on billboards—as well as on T-shirts, ball caps and other products that can be acquired with phony money, known as "Camel cash," that bears the likeness of Joe and dabbled up, Ray-Bans and all, in a pow­dered George Washington wig.
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Ostrich and emu; exotic health food of the future

The Baltimore Sun

Diana Beuchert moves about her kitchen preparing a spice blend andamonts and utensils, getting ready to prepare what she hopes will be standard fare in another few more years: A nice fillet of emu.

Terry Nichols seeks visit with wife

The Washington Post

WASHINGTON—Lawyers for Terry Lynn Nichols, one of the alleged Oklahoma City bombers, are asking a federal judge in Washington to grant visiting privileges to Nichols in El Reno, Okla., to allow him to have a contact visit with his wife.

In papers filed Monday in U.S. District Court here, the defense lawyers said the visit is necessary not just to preserve Nichols's mental health, but is essential to help him defend himself against the charges he faces in the worst terrorist attack on U.S. soil.

The lawyers charged that federal Bureau of Prisons officials are treating Nichols, who has no prior record and is being held without bond before trial, worse than it treats the convicted felons who are housed at El Reno. The felony gets more than 30 contact visits a month, and Nichols can not get even one, the attorneys said.

The defense's request for a temporary restraining order is being made here because the lawyers plan to ask Tuesday that the judge in Oklahoma, Wayne E. Alley, step aside in the case. They allege that he is biased against Nichols.

In court papers, the defense lawyers said the warden at El Reno views Nichols as "probably the most infamous terrorist in U.S. history," and that bias is behind his reasoning in denying the request for a visit. By doing so, prison officials are "irreparably harming" Nichols's ability to mount a defense and causing him "grave emotional distress," lawyers W. Gary Kohlman and Mark Rooden wrote.

The warden also refused the request when told that Nichols wanted only one visit with his wife, Marilyn, before she has to return to the Philippines. She was supposed to go back Wednesday, but her stay has been extended until the weekend.

U.S. District Judge James Robinson has scheduled a hearing for Thursday.

Nichols, 40, was indicted earlier this month along with Timothy James McVeigh on charges of conspiring to bomb the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City. The two men, who met in the Army, face the death penalty. 168 people, including several children at a day-care center, died in the explosion. Michael Fortier, an Army buddy of both men, also was indicted on lesser charges and is cooperating with the authorities.

Marilyn Torres Nichols married Nichols in 1991 in Cebu City. Nichols found her through a mail-order bride service.

Following the bombing, she spent more than 34 days in FBI custody and as agent grilled her on her husband's activities in the days leading up to the bombing, she was secretly moved from motel room to hotel room. The defense attorneys expect her to be a key witness at her husband's trial and said they will call her to the stand if prosecutors don't do so first.

E-who?

For those whose antennas are not yet tuned to the next wave, emu (pronounced EE-mew) are large flightless birds native to Australia. They look like dinosaur rejects and taste like heaven.

The taste, and the fact that emus and its cousin the ostrich are low in fat, low in cholesterol and high in protein and iron are encouraging producers, and a so-far narrow market of health-conscious gourmets, to consider these members of the ratite family "the red meat for the '90s."

Beuchert, who is raising 60-odd emus on a few acres of her Mount Airy, Md., farm, and who is about to make her next convert, explains the techniques of preparing emu fillet, a deep red-colored meat with no external fat or fat marbling. "Hot and fast, that's how you should cook it. It just takes a few minutes," she says. "Chefs like to use sauces they'd use on venison, light, sweet sauces."

How does it taste? Absolutely delicious. It is tender enough to cut with a fork, and full of flavor.

New Refund Policy

Revised Deadlines to Withdraw or Drop Courses

A new refund policy approved by the Board of Trustees authorizes a pro-rata refund for students officially withdrawing from the University through 60 percent of semester. The policy also changes the deadlines for withdrawing from all classes or dropping courses and receiving a refund.

Students 'Officially withdrawing' from the University:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration of Course</th>
<th>Last Date to Withdraw to Receive a Full Refund</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-16 weeks</td>
<td>Last day of 2nd week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-16 weeks</td>
<td>Last day of 1st week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students who withdraw from the University after the full refund period stated above will receive a pro-rata refund through the 60 percent of the duration of their course enrollment period. An administrative fee will be assessed to all students who withdraw from the University and receive a pro-rata refund. The amount of the fee will be the lesser of 5 percent of all assessed charges, or $100.

Students Dropping Courses, but remaining enrolled at the University:

Students dropping courses must drop the course by the above deadlines for a full refund. Students who drop a course after the above deadline, but remain enrolled at the University, will not receive any refund and will receive a "W" or a final grade. October 16 remains the deadline for dropping a full semester length course without a final grade (A, B, C, etc.).

Ad
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INDICATIONS: For the temporary relief of minor aches and pains associated with common cold, headache, toothache, backache, the flu, arthritis, for the pain of cramps, and for reduction of fever.

SUMMER'S OVER.

Thank goodness there's Advil® Advanced medicine for pain.

Pick up your free sample at University Bookstore.
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MEAT LOAF

It's served every Thursday in the dining hall. And the scary thing is, people actually eat it. Maybe they don't see those white chunks floating in the gray beef. Or maybe they're just really hungry. Whatever their reason, you want no part of it. You know what great meat loaf is all about. You had the best for 18 years. So you call mom to let her know she's the Queen of Meat Loaf. It's a special moment between mother and son.

1-800-COLLECT
Save Up To 44%.
Grease monkey: David Bush, a sophomore in electrical technology from Zeigler, works on repairing his motorcycle Monday afternoon across from CydeTech on the corner of E. Walnut and Washington. As soon as Bush’s repairs are done, the Suzuki will be ready to sell.
SHOP AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
FOR ALL YOUR SCHOOL NEEDS

WE'RE HERE TO SERVE YOU!

SERVICES:
- BOOKS AND SUPPLIES
- SPECIAL ORDERS
- POSTAGE STAMPS
- BINDING SERVICE
- LAMINATING
- RUBBER STAMPS
- LARGE PAPER CUTTER
- FREE TECH PEN CLEANING
- ACADEMIC APPAREL
- GIFT WRAPPING
- GEOLOGICAL SURVEY MAPS

Hours
- Sat. Aug. 19 8-5
- Sun. Aug. 20 10-5
- Mon.-Thurs. Aug. 21-24 8-8
- Fri. Aug. 25 8-5:30
- Sat. Aug. 26 12-5
Mantle continued from page 24
they won-six Mantle's performance on the field, they started talking about what a great player he was.
"Few players could fill the shoes of DiMaggio. Mantle was on that list," Jones said.
"Jones today's generation of fans cannot grasp what Mantle meant to the game of baseball.
"Usually people can only relate with what they played, but Mantle was different, he said. "Although I never met him, I can remember what he was as a player, and he was simply outstanding. He would have been even more special to me had I lived on the East coast and been able to follow him more closely." Jones said that television did not get the best reception so the evening highlighted were not that good.
"Jones said another aspect that many fans do not realize was Mantle's ability to play the game despite physical obstacles.
"Mantle played with a lot of heart," he said.
"Today a player may wonder if he can play a game where players like Mantle and Lombardi never worried about the game of baseball."

Respect continued from page 24
the team. The offense also returns its leading rusher, William Tolen and six of its seven top pass-catchers, excluding starting quarterback Reggie Fowler and Aaron Baker.
I've spent some time at practice the past week and you can see the positive attitude and spirit of the squad. Players are hitting hard, cheerying loud and they seem to be excited about the upcoming season. And anybody who has been around this area in the recent weeks knows it's no so but it is hard to get excited about anything let alone two-a-day practices.

Welcome Back Students & Staff
European Tan
Has a special for you!
Bring this ad in for
$5 off any package
of tan services.
114 East 1st Street
529-3713

The offense will also be able to install the winning attitude with two coaches having professional football experience in Jackie Shipp and new corner Cap Bombo.
Given time this coaching staff will have the Salukis as one of the top programs in the country. This year the Salukis start down the road of respectability and will be a force in the Gateway Conference.

With the new athletic fee increase, which went into this semester, students get into games free during the season. So support should be at an all-time high to inspire the Dogs.
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"Usually people can only relate with what they played, but Mantle was different, he said. "Although I never met him, I can remember what he was as a player, and he was simply outstanding. He would have been even more special to me had I lived on the East coast and been able to follow him more closely." Jones said that television did not get the best reception so the evening highlighted were not that good.

"Jones said another aspect that many fans do not realize was Mantle's ability to play the game despite physical obstacles.

"Mantle played with a lot of heart," he said.

"Today a player may wonder if he can play a game where players like Mantle and Lombardi never worried about the game of baseball."

Respect continued from page 24
the team. The offense also returns its leading rusher, William Tolen and six of its seven top pass-catchers, excluding starting quarterback Reggie Fowler and Aaron Baker.

I've spent some time at practice the past week and you can see the positive attitude and spirit of the squad. Players are hitting hard, cheerying loud and they seem to be excited about the upcoming season. And anybody who has been around this area in the recent weeks knows it's no so but it is hard to get excited about anything let alone two-a-day practices.

Welcome Back Students & Staff
European Tan
Has a special for you!
Bring this ad in for
$5 off any package
of tan services.
114 East 1st Street
529-3713

The offense will also be able to install the winning attitude with two coaches having professional football experience in Jackie Shipp and new corner Cap Bombo.
Given time this coaching staff will have the Salukis as one of the top programs in the country. This year the Salukis start down the road of respectability and will be a force in the Gateway Conference.

With the new athletic fee increase, which went into this semester, students get into games free during the season. So support should be at an all-time high to inspire the Dogs.
**Mobile Homes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NICE</td>
<td>2-3 rooms</td>
<td>$529-1098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE</td>
<td>2 rooms</td>
<td>$529-1098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE</td>
<td>1-2 rooms</td>
<td>$529-1098</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Home & Mobile Homes**

- 1160 West Washington Ave., SIU
- 620 W. Green St.
- 529-1098

**Appliances**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>32&quot;</td>
<td>$299-1098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerator</td>
<td>Kenmore</td>
<td>25&quot;</td>
<td>$349-1098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stove</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td>30&quot;</td>
<td>$529-1098</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Sale**

- 25" Sony TV, remote, remote $100.
- 25" TV w/remote, $75.
- 19" CRT TV, remote $50.
- 32" TV, remote, $300.
- 26" TV, remote, $150.
- 32" TV, remote, $125.
- 25" TV, remote, $80.
- 25" TV, remote, $50.

**Miscellaneous**

- 45" TV, remote, $200.
- 25" TV, remote, $125.
- 25" TV, remote, $75.

**Computers**

- 460 SX X3344B, 20MB Hard Drive, Color printer, network connected, Works 2.5 or higher, $300.
- 460 SX X3344B, 20MB Hard Drive, Color printer, network connected, Works 2.5 or higher, $300.
- $300.

**Discontinued Items**

- $300.

**Rental Items**

- $300.

**Homes for Rent**

- 25" TV, remote, $125.
- 25" TV, remote, $80.
- 25" TV, remote, $50.

**Home & Mobile Homes**

- 25" TV, remote, $125.
- 25" TV, remote, $80.
- 25" TV, remote, $50.

**Miscellaneous**

- $300.

**Computers**

- 460 SX X3344B, 20MB Hard Drive, Color printer, network connected, Works 2.5 or higher, $300.
- 460 SX X3344B, 20MB Hard Drive, Color printer, network connected, Works 2.5 or higher, $300.
- $300.

**Discontinued Items**

- $300.

**Rental Items**

- $300.

**Homes for Rent**

- 25" TV, remote, $125.
- 25" TV, remote, $80.
- 25" TV, remote, $50.

**Home & Mobile Homes**

- 25" TV, remote, $125.
- 25" TV, remote, $80.
- 25" TV, remote, $50.

**Miscellaneous**

- $300.

**Computers**

- 460 SX X3344B, 20MB Hard Drive, Color printer, network connected, Works 2.5 or higher, $300.
- 460 SX X3344B, 20MB Hard Drive, Color printer, network connected, Works 2.5 or higher, $300.
- $300.

**Discontinued Items**

- $300.

**Rental Items**

- $300.

**Homes for Rent**

- 25" TV, remote, $125.
- 25" TV, remote, $80.
- 25" TV, remote, $50.

**Home & Mobile Homes**

- 25" TV, remote, $125.
- 25" TV, remote, $80.
- 25" TV, remote, $50.

**Miscellaneous**

- $300.

**Computers**

- 460 SX X3344B, 20MB Hard Drive, Color printer, network connected, Works 2.5 or higher, $300.
- 460 SX X3344B, 20MB Hard Drive, Color printer, network connected, Works 2.5 or higher, $300.
- $300.
Comics

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Mr. President, I think I've got an argument here. You'll find irresistible!

Mr. President, I think I've got an argument here. You'll find irresistible!

SHOE

BY JEFF MACNELLY

The amount of time it takes for the Energy Department to scold a light bulb.

Calvin and Hobbes

BY BILL WATTSERSON

I can't believe school is almost over.

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

I had no idea that's how they took baths.

Mixed Media

BY JACK OHMANN

Sued by an unwilling roll of toilet paper in 900 for inappropriate touching in the workplace.

THE Daily Crossword

BY WILLIAM CANINE

Across
1. Jack (20)
2. Charlie Brown
3. Uptight
4. Maggie
5. Neighborhood
god (25)
6. Patty
7. Mr. Spock
8. Nicknamed
dog (25)
9. Funky
10. Messy

Down
1. Mr. Peanut
2. Pepperidge Farm
3. Mr. Whipple
4. Charmin
5. Paper towel
6. For the Love of God
7. Big Mac
8. Mr. Proctor
9. Mr. Peanut
10. Sued by

PAPA JOHNS

Delivering The Perfect Pizza!

549-1111

One Large 1-Topping

$4.99 + tax

Dine in available.
Additional Toppings 95¢ each!
Not valid with any other coupons!

ONE WEEK ONLY
Aug. 21-27, 1995
Carryout, Delivery or Dine-in

We now accept:
Experience
continued from page 24

"In,"

The loss will have to be filled by Kelly French and Kim Keener. French, a sophomore, placed 10th in the conference last season. Keener, a junior, placed 14th in the MVC her freshman year, but has been plagued by nagging injuries since then.

Keener said she is ready to run this season despite a recurring stress fracture in her lower leg that has restricted her training this summer.

"I had a decent track season this year, and I'll definitely be ready to go this season," she said.

DeMone considers the MVC the strongest conference in the country.

"Illinois State has good recruits and good returners. Illinois State is returning eight seniors and seniors and juniors, and Drake lost two seniors, but they've done an outstanding job recruiting by picking the top two recruits in town," he said.

DeMone has no fear of his freshmen making the transition to the college level, but he does admit that every freshman is different.

"They're all different, but they've made a giant step from before," he said.

He also said he's had a burst of hard work by the time they've been sophomores, they've made a giant step from before," he said.

He also said he's had a burst of hard work by the time they've been sophomores, they've made a giant step from before," he said.

DeMone said the team is ready to go this fall already.

"We all look real good, and as long as we all come in together, that's all that matters."
Here are some slightly older vehicles that may not be perfect, have a few extra miles, or are just plain to good for the wholesale man! You buy them AS-IS, but in a bargain hunters price range!

'79 CHEVY PICKUP
Was $3,995
Now $3,695

'77 DODGE TRADESMAN
Was $4,995
Now $4,288

'79 FORD F150 XLT
Was $4,995
Now $4,688

'87 DODGE LANCER
Was $5,995
Now $4,988

'88 CHEVY CAVALIER
Was $5,995
Now $4,988

'87 BUICK SKYLARK
Was $3,595
Now $4,988

'85 GMC RALLYE
Was $5,995
Now $5,486

'85 GMC SUBURBAN 2500
Was $10,995
Now $9,786

993-5000
JUST 1/2 MILE WEST OF I-57 MARION, ILLINOIS
Men’s squad tries to double pleasure with twin additions

By Chad Anderson

Daily Egyptian Reporter

With a top place finish in the Missouri Valley Conference last year, it would be easy to ease back, since the Saluki men’s cross-country team has its work cut out for it this fall.

The Salukis lost a majority of their runners during the offseason, but has resurrected the vacant spots with recruits, including two standout freshmen Jeremy Jones and Jeremy Parks, twin brothers from Illinois.

Joseph finished fourth and Jeremy finished 11 in the state high school meet last season.

Freshmen standouts to anchor DeNoon’s youth movement

By Chad Anderson

Daily Egyptian Reporter

Experience, and whether a lack of it can still win a championship is the question for the 1995 Saluki women’s cross-country team this season.

Head coach Don DeNoon believes that he has the young talent to place in the top four in the Missouri Valley Conference, or possibly win the conference title.

“We’re real young. No seniors, and three juniors,” DeNoon said.

“We do have 16 runners out for the team and a few recruits that I believe can compete. Those recruits are freshman runner Sharlene Downing, our state champion, and Kim Koerner, a New Mexico high school cross-country champion.

“We’re new and growing, but we’re improving. It’s a nice challenge for the girls.”

Saluki Cross Country

The twins said they believe they can fill the big shoes handed down from former Saluki standout Lead

“i will enjoy it thriving up to expectations,” Jeremy said. “It gives us a better chance for the nationals later on. I think we’ll do just as well as anyone else.”

“Being put in this spot, we have an easier shot at the meet, and I give us a lot of experience for down the road,” Joseph said.

Mickey Mantle, said running just a few miles south of home is a definite advantage.

“A lot of people know us here, and we’ve got a lot of support,” Jeremy said.

Keepin’ afloat: Kathleen Flannery, a freshman in psychology from Virginia Beach, Va., emerges from the water during practice in the Recreation Center pool Monday afternoon.

Former Saluki coach remembers Mantle

By Michael DeFord

Daily Egyptian Reporter

While reminiscing about baseball, former Saluki skipper “Itchy” Jones recalls a warm summer day in Chicago, a day he will never forget because he offered him the opportunity to witness one of baseball’s greatest — Mickey Mantle.

“Mantle was an outstanding ball player,” Jones said. “He was strong, he could run and hit from both sides of the plate, he was a great player.”

Mantle, who played with the Yankees from 1951 to 1968, died August 13 at age 63.

Jones, who coached the Saluki baseball team from 1970 to 1990, had a front row seat with Mantle play, it gave me the chance to witness my younger friend harass him through every game,” Jones said.

Jones said Mantle could not escape the constant jeering his younger friend yelled during both games. He said his friend really wanted to get the Yankee great’s attention.

“After he got to the Yankee dugout running out to right field where we were sitting to see if my friend had anything more to say,” Jones said. “My friend simply told Mickey that he loved him and he was the greatest player he had ever seen.

“I’ll never forget that look Mantle had on his face when my friend told him that he was the greatest.”

Jones said Mantle had some big shoes to fill when he joined the Yankee ballclub, all after he had to take over for one of baseball greatest — Joe Dimaggio.

“We all looked at Mantle with a great player DeMarco was how we wondered if Mantle could replace him,” he said. “Soon after see MANTLE, page 18

Redskins duo helping QB Shuler to mature

The Baltimore Sun

MIAMI—Wide receiver Hannah Dukernick left the game in the first quarter after getting his head in the game on a pass in the end zone. The play was not successful.

Hannah was held in place by a first-year quarterback who was hurt in the second quarter. He played poorly for the third straight exhibition game in the team’s 27-13 loss to the Miami Dolphins on Saturday night.

“I’ll come, it’s just something that takes some time, that’s all,” Hannah said.

New attitude, players, coaches to lead Dawgs football toward road to victory

Doug Duroso

From the Pressbox

Well, wait a minute. This year’s squad has the talent and enthusiasm to surprise the other teams in the Gateway Conference and the Saluki faithful.

The Dawgs return nine players on defense, in addition Division I-A transfer C.J. McDowell joins the secondary. The team also features one of the best players in the Gateway with National Football League potential in tight end Donos Jones.

The quarterback position will have very capable people who head coach Stans Watson feels can run